IMPORTANT SAFETY
INSTRUCTIONS
When using an electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be observed,
including the following. Read all instructions before using this appliance.

DANGER
Haircut & Beard Trimmer
HC7110

To reduce the risk of electric shock:
• Do not reach for an appliance that has fallen into water. Unplug it
immediately.
• Do not use while bathing or in the shower.
• Do not place or drop into water or other liquid.
• Do not place or store this appliance where it can fall or be pulled into a
tub or sink.
• Except when charging, always unplug this appliance from the electrical
outlet immediately after using.
• Unplug this appliance before cleaning it.

WARNING

• Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not
working properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or if it has been
dropped into water. If any of these things happen, return the appliance to
an authorized service center for examination and repair.
• Never drop or insert any object into any of the appliance’s openings.
• Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol (spray) products are being
used, or where oxygen is being administered.
• Make sure the cord is disconnected from the clipper while storing
this appliance and cord in a moisture-free area. Do not store it in
temperatures exceeding 140°F (60°C).
• Do not use this appliance with a damaged or broken cutter unit, as injury
may occur. Always make sure blades are aligned properly.
• Always attach plug to appliance, then adapter to outlet. To disconnect,
turn all controls to OFF, then remove adapter from outlet, then detach
power cord from the clipper for storage.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Thank you for purchasing your new Remington® Haircut Kit. Inside this manual
you will find tips on using and caring for your hair clipper.

KEY PARTS
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1. Blade set
2. On / Off Switch
Two attachment guide combs:
3. 1–21mm
4. 24–44mm
Also Included (not shown):
Charging Adaptor
Cleaning Brush
Oil Bottle (3ml)

CHARGING YOUR CLIPPER
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• Do not use an extension cord or a voltage converter with this appliance.

Cordless Use
• Before using your hair clipper for the first time, charge it for 14-16 hours.
Run time from fully charged is up to 40 minutes.
• Ensure the product is switched off.
• Connect the charging adaptor to the product and then to the power outlet.
The charging LED light will display on the clipper.
• If the product is not going to be used for an extended period time (2-3
months), unplug it from the power outlet and store.
• Fully recharge your hair clipper when you would like to use it again.
• It is not recommended to use this hair clipper directly from the power
outlet when it has been fully charged. However, while using the hair
clipper in cordless mode, if there is a noticeable drop in power, you can
use the hair clipper directly from the power outlet.
• To preserve the life of your batteries, let them run out every six months
then recharge for 24 hours.
Corded Use
• Connect the charging adaptor to the product and then to the power outlet.
• When the cord is connected to the power outlet, a charging LED light is
displayed on the hair clipper.
CAUTION: Extended corded-only use will result in reduced battery life.
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• Do not wrap the cord around the appliance.
• Dispose of used batteries properly. Do not incinerate. Batteries may
explode if overheated. Do not wrap in metal or aluminum foil. Wrap in
newspaper before discarding. It is suggested that you contact local
battery redemption site(s) in your area.
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To reduce the risk of burns, fire, electric shock or injury to persons:
• This appliance is for household use only.
• An appliance should never be left unattended when it’s plugged in, except
when charging a rechargeable appliance.

Use and Care Guide
Register Your New Product Today!
By registering your new Remington® product, you will receive special offers.
Register online at: RemingtonProducts.com

HC7110 SPECIFICATIONS

• Close supervision is necessary when this appliance is used by, on, or near
children or persons with special needs.
• Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this manual.
• Do not use attachments not recommended by the manufacturer.
• Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Power System

Cord/Cordless

Full Charge Time

14–16 Hours

Run Time

40 Minutes

Indicators

Charging

Worldwide Voltage

Power System
Cord/Cordless – can be used with or without the adaptor.
Charging Indicator
LED indicator glows when the hair clipper is plugged in.
Voltage Type
Worldwide Voltage – automatically adapts to an outlet voltage between
100V-240V.

Yes

HOW TO USE
BEFORE STARTING THE CUT
• Inspect the clipper making sure that it is free from hair and dirt.
• Seat the person so that their head is approximately at your eye level.
• Before cutting, always comb the hair so it is tangle free and dry.
TO ATTACH A COMB
• Hold the comb with its teeth upward.
• To attach a comb, align the legs of the comb with the holes in the top of
the clipper on each side of the blade and slide the legs into the trimmer
until they click.
• To remove, firmly pull the comb straight up away from the clipper.
HAIR CLIPPER COMB SETTINGS
• The clipper comes with two adjustable combs, a short length adjustable
comb (indicated by 1-21mm on the back of the comb) and a longer length
adjustable comb (indicated by 24-44mm on the back of the comb).
• Please see table below for different cutting lengths available on each comb.
Shorter Length Adjustable Comb

Longer Length Adjustable Comb

1mm

12mm

24mm

35mm

3mm

15mm

26mm

38mm

6mm

18mm

29mm

41mm

9mm

21mm

32mm

44mm

• On the slide select switch there is an indicator which, when the short
length adjustable comb is on the product, shows the corresponding
length setting on the left of the slide select switch. On the other side
of the slide select switch there is another indicator which shows the
corresponding length setting when the longer length adjustable comb is
on the product, on the right side of the slide select switch.
• To adjust the length settings, you must press the upper half of the
slide select switch to release the locking mechanism, then apply force
upwards on the slide select switch to increase the length setting. To
decrease the length settings press the upper part of the slide select
switch down and slide downwards.
• Use the clipper without any fixed combs for trimming hair close to the skin.
• This will trim hair to 1mm, holding the clipper so the blades are
perpendicular to the skin will trim hair to 0.5mm.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CUTTING HAIR
• To turn the product On or Off slide the switch.
• For even cutting, allow the comb attachment/blade to cut its way through
the hair. Do not force it through quickly. If you are cutting for the first time,
start with the maximum comb attachment.
NOTE: The comb guide lengths described for use in the steps below are
an example only, if you want a longer or shorter hair cut you will need
to adjust the comb guide lengths to suit your requirements.
Step 1 - Nape of the Neck
• Set the comb to 3mm or 6mm.
• Hold the hair clipper with the blade teeth pointing upwards. Begin starting
at the center of the head at the base of the neck.
• Slowly lift the hair clipper, working upwards and outwards through the
hair, trimming just a little at a time.
Step 2 - Back of the Head
• With the comb set at 12mm or 18mm, cut the hair at the back of the head.
Step 3 - Side of the head
• With the comb set at 3mm or 6mm, trim sideburns. Then change to the
longer 9mm guide comb and continue to cut the top of the head.
Step 4 - Top of the Head
• Use the longer length comb attachment and set it to 24mm or 27mm then cut
hair on top of the head against the direction in which the hair normally grows.
• For longer hair on top, use the longer length comb attachment (24 –
44mm) to achieve the desired style.
• Always work from the back of the head.
Step 5 - The Finishing Touches
• Use the clipper without an attachment comb for close trimming around
the base and sides of the neck.
• To produce a clean straight line at the sideburns, reverse the hair clipper.
• Place the reversed clipper at right angles to the head, tips of the blades
lightly touching the skin and then work downwards.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
• To ensure long lasting performance of your clipper, clean the blades and
unit regularly.

• Always keep the attachment guide comb on the trimmer blade
After Each Use
• Ensure the appliance is switched off and unplugged from the power outlet
before cleaning.
• Brush the accumulated hair from the blades and body of the clipper. Do
not submerge the clipper in water.
• To clean unit, wipe with a damp cloth and dry immediately.
• Place a few drops of cutter or sewing machine oil onto the blades. Wipe
off excess oil.
Every Six Months
At regular intervals the blade set should be removed and cleaned.
• Remove the 2 screws retaining the fixed blade with a screwdriver.
• Remove the blade set.
• Brush out hairs from between the blades with a soft cleaning brush. Do
not remove the lubricating grease from the blades. It is not necessary to
remove the small moving blade from the unit.
• If the moving blade has been removed this can be re-fitted by slotting the
moving blade holder over the pin in the centre of the interior product head.
• The groove on the moving blade just below the teeth should rest on the
plastic pressure arm which rides inside the groove. The fixed blade should
be assembled with the bevelled edge of the 2 screw holes facing outward
and fixed with screws.
• Note that if the blades are not correctly aligned then cutting efficiency will
be impaired.
CLEANING CAUTIONS
• Cleaning should only be done with a soft brush, such as the brush
supplied with the product.
• Do not rinse under water.
• Do not use harsh or corrosive cleaners on the units or their blades.
• Ensure the appliance is switched off and unplug from the outlet before
cleaning.
Storage
When not in use, unplug the hair clipper and store it out of reach of
children in a safe dry place. Never wrap the cord around the hair clipper
as this will cause the cord to wear prematurely and break. Handle the cord
carefully for long life and avoid jerking, twisting or straining especially at
the plug connections.

TROUBLESHOOTING
The hair clipper does not work when turned on:
Hair clipper must be charged for a full 16 hours, or use hair clipper while
plugged into wall.
Hair clipper cutters do not move:
The cutting unit may be dirty and clogged. Clean the unit as directed in
Cleaning and Maintenance section.
Hair clipper does not hold charge:
Fully discharge the battery by running hair clipper until it stops; then follow
recharging instructions in Charging Your Clipper section.
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT SUITABLE TO USE IN THE BATH OR SHOWER.

PRODUCT DISPOSAL
When your rechargeable clipper reaches the end of its useful life, the batteries
must be removed and recycled or disposed of properly in accordance with your
local and state requirements.
The following procedure should be followed for battery removal:

• The rechargeable battery must be removed from the appliance before it
is scrapped.
• Disconnect the charging adapter before removing the battery.
1. Ensure that the battery is fully discharged. To do this, operate the trimmer
until it stops.
2. Remove the comb attachment.
3. Remove the blade.
4. Pry the decorative panel off the top housing to expose the internal parts
and printed circuit board.
5. Remove the assembly of battery and printed circuit board.
6. Disconnect the battery from the circuit board.
• The battery must be disposed of at an appropriate official recycling/
collection point.
• Do not attempt to operate the trimmer once you have opened it.

WARRANTY

Limited Three-Year Warranty

Spectrum Brands, Inc. warrants this product against any defects that are due
to faulty material or workmanship for a three-year period from the original date
of consumer purchase. This warranty does not include damage to the product
resulting from accident or misuse.
If the product should become defective within the warranty period, we will
replace it free of charge. Return your product and sales receipt with your name,
address and day time phone number to: Remington Returns Center, 507 Stokely
Dr., P.O. Box 1, Deforest, WI 53532. For more information call 800-736-4648 in the
U.S. or Canada.
KEEP ORIGINAL SALES RECEIPT AS PROOF OF PURCHASE FOR WARRANTY PURPOSES.
This warranty does not cover products damaged by the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Accident, misuse, abuse or alteration of the product
Servicing by unauthorized persons
Use with unauthorized accessories
Connecting it to incorrect current and voltage
Wrapping cord around appliance causing premature wear & breakage
Any other conditions beyond our control

No responsibility, obligations, or liability is assumed for the installation or
maintenance of this product.
SPECTRUM BRANDS, INC. SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS
PRODUCT. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF FITNESS AND MERCHANTABILITY, ARE LIMITED IN DURATION
TO THREE YEARS FROM DATE OF ORIGINAL PURCHASE.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights
which vary from state to state or province to province. Some states do not allow
the exclusion or limitation of incidental, special or consequential damages.
This warranty shall not be valid where it is contrary to U.S. and other applicable laws, or where the warranty would be prohibited under any economic
sanctions, export control laws, embargos, or other restrictive trade measures enforced by the United States or other applicable jurisdictions. This
includes, without limitation, any warranty claims implicating parties from,
or otherwise located in, Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Syria and the disputed
Crimea region.

Spectrum Brands, Inc. Money-back Offer

If within 30 days after you have purchased your Remington® branded product from
an authorized source, you are not satisfied and would like a refund, return it with the
sales receipt indicating purchase price and date of purchase to the retailer from whom
it was purchased. Spectrum Brands, Inc. will reimburse all retailers who accept the
product within 30 days from the date of purchase. If you have any questions concerning the money-back guarantee, please call 800-736-4648 in the U.S. or Canada.
Remington Guarantees Satisfaction After 30 Days!
Remington 60-Day Money Back Guarantee*
If within 60 days after purchasing any Remington® product, you are not completely
satisfied and would like a refund, return it with the original dated sales receipt
directly to Remington and receive a full refund.** For questions concerning the
money-back guarantee, please call 800-736-4648 in the U.S. or Canada.
*Applies to U.S. and Canadian customers’ returns only.
**Terms and conditions apply.
1. Refund will be in the form of a check issued in U.S. Dollars and will be provided
only if all Terms and Conditions are met.
2. The following items must be returned to Remington and postmarked no later
than 60 days after purchase of the Remington® product:
a. The Remington® product;
b. The original sales receipt indicating price and date purchased; and
c. The completed 60-day money back guarantee form located at
RemingtonProducts.com/60day.
3. In addition, Remington, in its discretion, must determine that the returned product
was used in accordance with the instruction booklet (included with the product
at the time of purchase).
4. Returns should be mailed prepaid (no collect returns accepted) to:
Remington 60-Day MBG
507 Stokely Drive, Box 1
DeForest, WI 53532
5. Refund does not include postage costs for the return of the product, but will
include applicable taxes paid by customer, if any.
6. No responsibility will be accepted for late, lost, stolen, misdirected or damaged product.
7. Please allow 4–6 weeks to receive your refund by check.

100 - 240 Vac 50/60 Hz

Type: HC7110

Questions or comments: Call 800-736-4648 in the U.S.
or visit RemingtonProducts.com.
Dist. by: Spectrum Brands, Inc., Middleton, WI 53562
®/TM are owned by Spectrum Brands, Inc.
© 2020 Spectrum Brands, Inc. 2/20 27522

Made in China.
T22-7001524-A

Contains a
listed adaptor

